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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The house acquired in 1773 by Micah Whitmarsh was built between 
1767 and 1771 by John Reynolds. It is a two-and-one -half -storey brick 
(three rows of stretchers between each two of headers) building; it is 
timber-framed above a rubble and mortar basement and carries a high_ 
gambrel roof without   apparently from the beginning   any dormers, 
are'f our "slightly irregularly-spaced bays across the entrance (w 
front and three across the rear of the house. The gable ends /n§ve f. two 
widely-spaced windows on each floor, including the garret. ' Pjere -%^-5. 
two externally flush chimneys, one centred at each end of tl/^hous'e'^/0^/^ 
which rise through the peaks of the gables; internally, thef^h' /v 
triangular in form, resting on massive stone bases in the 
the house is of central-hall, four-room plan, all fireplace 
necessarily become corner ones*

Externally, the house presents a solid, robust body, its fro 
now sitting immediately upon the sidewalk although the slope of the lot 
makes foundations evident at sides and rear. It has apparently always 
been practically devoid of architectural adornment, encircled only by 
a bricF^be^t-'course (a small part of this removed during alterations) 
and~car'rying the most modest of eaves and gable cornices. There was no 
trim to the windows, and one cannot know if there was originally any 
embellishment to the main entrance, since this was transformed..to .one 
of provincial Greek RevivalT style during the latter years of Whitmarsh 
ownership. (I830 t s-l8lio i s), when a number of minor "modern improvements" 
in trim took place.

The brickwork, particularly around .windows   many of which were 
evidently shortened, .and , widened to 6-over-£~~sash size (though 9-over-9 
survives at "the rear)  has undergone sporadic and patchy repair: now 
it is difficult to tell how all windows were originally contained  
whether under flat arches, segmental relieving arches, or with the brick 
work simply carried straight across. (Segmental arches seem to be the 
best guess.) The house remains in original form and size, excepting 
the few mentioned modifications and excepting a small, square, one-storey 
wooden addition at the south-east rear corner (This, being needed space, 
will probably be retained).

With the exclusion of this extension, the house internally retains 
its original plan (two or three recent flimsy hallway partitions easily 
removable). A central, but slightly off-centre, hallway runs from front 
to back on each floor. The staircase up from the first floor does not 
carry its original railing. During improvements all but one first-floor 
room had matched hardwood substituted for the original wide-board floor 
ing. Two rooms on this floor retain (probably original) vertical sheath 
ing to dado height, and one keeps its original flat window trim. Down 
stairs, however, simple moulded trim typical of the Greek Revival style

(See Continuation Sheet. )
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has been introduced, as have four-panelled doors and cramped but hopefully 
classical corner mantels.

The second-floors chambers retain to a greater degree their original 
jQ^crs_?_two-paiiSl|e3nap^isV^TTiaritels3 overmantels, panelling and other 
woodwork, as well as original.hardware. Its plan duplicates that of the 
floorHselow and is duplicated above in the third or garret storey, which 
contains four rooms, each lighted by one gable window. On this top floor 
doors are of board-and-batten construction; such doors are also on storage 
cupboards at either end of the stair-hall (probably brought up when down 
stairs doors were replaced), but the cupboards themselves do not appear 
to be original to the house.

The Whitmarsh house, with few changes in ownership, remained in 
continuous residential occupation until 1966. Since then acquired by the 
East Greenwich Preservation Society, it contains without alteration  
offices and small retail shops whose rental payments temporarily maintain 
the property until guided restoration of the structure and its sympathetic 
adaptation to the Society's uses can be undertaken.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

After two hundred years this house remains a prominent and well- 
known feature ("The Brick House") of East Greenwich's Main Street, and 
certainly in earlier times the strong and sizable structure must have 
been a notable landmark to stage travellers on the Post Road. It will 
have future importance as part of East Greenwich's architectural le 
gacy and as a cultural facility when it is restored and houses the ex 
hibitions and activities of the local preservation society.

Significance attaches too to its long possession (1773-18^5>) by 
the Whitmarsh family. Micah Vhitmarsh was important in his town, 
being a charter member of the still-existing Kentish Guards, a militia 
body in which he rose to colonel. During the Revolutionary War he was 
also a member of Varnum's Brigade, which was present tnhoughout the 
hard winter at Valley Forge and which played a vital role in the Battle 
of Rhode Island.

East Greenwich happily has other though none too many well 
protected and well maintained historical buildings and dwellings; the 
Whitmarsh house deserves to take an outstanding place among these, 
soon.
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